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Abstract

We present a new algorithm, SIE, for designing
lumped parameter models from first principles .
Like the IBIS system of Williams [1989, 1990],
SIE uses a qualitative representation of param-
eter interactions to guide its search and speed
the test for working designs . But SIE's interac-
tion set representation is considerably simpler
than IBIS's space of potential and existing in-
teractions . Furthermore, SIE is both complete
and systematic - it explores the space of pos-
sible designs in an nonredundant manner .

Input:

Introduction
A long standing concern of Artificial Intelligence
has been the automation of synthesis tasks such
as planning [Allen et al., 1990] and design . Of the
many approaches to design (e.g ., library design, pa-
rameterized design, etc .) innovative (or first, princi-
ples) design has seemed to present the greatest com-
binatorial challenge . In this paper, we extend the
work of Williams [1989, 1990] on the IBIS innova-
tive design system . Like IBIS we assume the lumped
parameter model of components and connections
that is common in system dynamics [Shearer et al.,
1971] .
We take the problem of innovative design to be

the following :

1 . A set of possible components (described in
terms of terminals, variables, and equations re-
lating the variables) .

2 . Constraints on the number and type of legal
connections between terminals .

3 . A description of an existing, incomplete device
(specified as a component-connection graph) .

'Thanks to Franz Amador and Tony Barrett for
helpful discussions . We gratefully acknowledge Oren
Etzioni's emergency faxxing service . This research was
funded in part by National Science Foundation Grant
IRI-8957302, Office of Naval Research Grant 90-J-1904,
and a grant from the Xerox corporation .
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4 . A set of equations that denote the desired be-
havior of the complete design .

. Output: A component connection graph which
subsumes the existing device and whose equa-
tions are consistent and imply the desired be-
havior .

In this paper, we present, the Systematic Interac-
tion Explorer (SIE), an algorithm which performs
this task of design from first, principles . While our
algorithm is based on IBIS it, has a number of ad-
vantages over that algorithm :

SIE is complete .

. SIE is systematic - it explores the space without,
repetition . [McAllester and Rosenblitt, 1991] .

SIE shares IBIS's interaction-focused search, yet,

. SIE is small, simple, and easy to understand .

In particular, this paper presents a way to per-
form interaction-based invention without the com-
plexity of IBIS's space of existing interactions, space
of potential interactions, and the complex links and
mappings between spaces . As explained fully be-
low, our interaction set representation is consider-

, ably simpler than IBIS's space of potential and ex-
isting interactions, allowing us to greatly simplify
the whole design algorithm . In addition, our ap-
proach results in complete and systematic explo-
ration of the space of possible designs ; we believe
these properties yield greatly increased search effi-
ciency . Although we remain unsure of the scaling
potential for both IBIS and SIE, preliminary empir-
ical results suggest that interaction-based focusing
can reduce the search space by up to 95% .

In the next section, we summarize recent work
on design from first principles, concentrating on
William's IBIS algorithm . Then we describe the SIE
algorithm and demonstrate it on the simple punch-
bowl example . Following that we discuss implemen-
tation status and give preliminary empirical results .
We conclude with a discussion of limitations and
plans for future work .



Previous Work
While there is a vast literature on design compi-
lation, library approaches, case-based design and
other approaches with restricted aims, there has
been little work on design from first principles
- presumably due to the combinatorics involved .
Roylance [1980] backward chains from the speci-
fication equations using abstractions of primitive
components, but assumes the purpose of each de-
vice and so loses completeness . Ulrich's [1988]
schematic synthesis algorithm uses heuristic modi-
fications to generate bond graphs from a specifica-
tion consisting of the parameters to be related, an
abstract characterization of the derivative or inte-
gral relation between the parameters, and a specifi-
cation of the lumped parameter model of the input
and output .

Rather than searching though the space of pos-
sible components, Williams' [1989] IBIS system
searches through abstractions of this space. Specif-
ically, IBIS constructs two graphs : the space of ex-
isting interactions and the space of potential inter-
actions . The former is a graph whose nodes denote
the value of parameters of the existing components
(e.g ., the pressure at the bottom of the particular
vat Vi) ; hyperedges in the graph signify a set of pa-
rameters that are related by an equation in a com-
ponent description or by a connection law such as
the generalized Kirchoff's Current Law. The space
of potential interactions is similar except nodes rep-
resent classes of parameters (e.g ., one class might
represent parameters denoting flow through pipes)
and hyperedges represent relations that could be
added . The two graphs are linked with edges that
connect existing parameters with their respective
classes . The most elegant aspect of this data struc-
ture is the way that the finite space of potential in-
teractions represents an unbounded number of pos-
sible additions to the existing structure, yet we ar-
gue below that this very feature is also a weakness .
Williams uses the interaction topology representa-
tion to aid search in three ways :
" Search control - search for interactions that are

more likely to relate the parameters of the desired
behavior first .

" Hierarchical testing - only consider a device
worth testing when there is a path connecting
all the parameters of the desired behavior .

" Verification - use information about the path
connecting the parameters as a guide for verify-
ing the desired behavior .
The key assumption made by IBIS is that a finite

representation (the space of potential interactions)
of the unbounded set of addable components leads
to efficient search, since "Path tracing in a small
graph is fast" [Williams, 1990, p. 354 . However,
this ignores the effect of the resulting redundancy
in search . The use of the interaction abstraction
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space causes IBIS to lose the property of systematic
search' in two ways :
" There is no coordination between the debug-

ging process of refining an inconsistent candi-
date and the process of generating and testing
a new hyperpath from the original interaction
spaces . This is crucial since "Several refinements
are normally required for complex structures"
[Williams, 1990, p. 355] .

" No systematic way is presented for adding mul-
tiple components of a single type in service of
a single objective . This can only be accom-
plished by repeated cycles of search and refine-
ment [Williams, 1990, p . 354] .
Since sIE searches through the concrete space of

possible design topologies rather than through the
abstract space of interactions, there is no need for
IBIS'S debugging-style refinements . This leads to a
search we argue is both complete and systematic .
Yet, like IBIS, sIE uses the interactions of the various
parameters both for search control and as a cheap
method of partial design verification ; thus sIE gets
the same computational focus from its simple inter-
action set representation as does IBIS from its space
of existing and potential interactions .

The SIE Design Algorithm
Our technique includes two factors that, simplify the
design task : interaction set representation to guide
search and test, potential designs, and a systematic
search algorithm . We discuss the details of these
below, demonstrating the technique on Williams'
punchbowl example.

Defining a Device
Let V = -<C,Y,I>- be a device, where C is a set of
components, Y is a set of nodes (where each node is
a pair2 of component terminals signifying connec-
tions between them), and Z is the set of interaction
sets (explained below) . The device can be partial
if not all terminals are connected or complete if all
terminals are connected to a node and the connec-
tion graph is connected .

For the punchbowl problem, the initial device
consists of an unconnected bowl and vat : C =
{vat, bowl} and Y = {} . The key to our algorithm
is Z, a set, of parameter sets ; two parameters share
an interaction set if and only if a change in the value
of one can affect the other, i.e . if there is an interac-
tion path (series of equations) between them . Thus
the sets in Z partition the device parameters into
equivalence classes that interact causally through
one or more equations . Interaction sets maintain
information on which parameters can influence each

'Completeness may be sacrificed also, but this is
unclear.

'The restriction to two terminals per node is relaxed
in the discussion on implementation .
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Specifying & Testing Behavior

sIE determines that the variables describing a con-
tainer form two interaction sets . The derivatives
of the fluid height and volume are related to the
flow, while the fluid height is related to the pres-
sure difference between the top and bottom of the
container . The interaction sets corresponding to
each unconnected component are easily generated
from the primitive equations defining each compo-
nent type .

Since the punchbowl initially consists of two con-
tainers, the interaction set initially consists of four
parameter sets, two each for the vat and bowl .

-

	

{ dt (Hv), Tt (Vo), Qtop(v), Qbot(v) I
{Pd(vat),Hv }

{ dt (Hb), ~ (Vb), Qtop(b), Qbot(b)}
{Pd(bowl1, Hb}

We use a union-find algorithm to maintain con-
sistency of the interaction sets when joining com-
ponents . When a node connects two terminals, the
effort parameters (e .g . voltage or pressure) asso-
ciated with the terminals get equated and the flow
parameters (e.g . current) get closed with Kirchoff's
Current Law (KCL). As far as the interaction sets
are concerned, the only significant change has been
a possible causal connection between these parame-
ters so their respective interaction sets are unioned
together .

The desired behavior can also be considered as a
set of parameters that interact in the completed
device . Thus, interaction sets form a quick test of
a new device's utility : do all the desirable interac-
tions (i .e . all the parameters in the desired behavior
equations) actually interact (i .e . are they all in the
same interaction set)?

'There is a potential problem with this technique.
Suppose that the desired equations are A + B = C+D
then this could be solved by two parallel interactions
A = C and B = D without all parameters joining a
single interaction set . We can compensate for this of
course with a weaker test on the interaction sets, but
the focusing power is reduced . More research is neces-
sary to formally prove necessary and sufficient interac-
tion conditions for design validity. The mis algorithm
has a corresponding problem - the number of hyper-
paths that pairwise connect a set of parameters is vastly
greater than the number of connected paths .
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t' from One, . BACKTRACK POINT: Each ex-
isting compatible open terminal and each possible
new component and compatible terminal must be
considered for completeness .

4 . Update Device: If both terminals were chosen
from the existing 0, let C' = C . Else, let C' _
CU {c}. In either case, let N' = N U I(t,t')} .

5 . Update Interaction Sets : If two terminals
from existing components were connected, the
interaction sets corresponding to the relevant, pa-
rameters of the terminals are replaced with their
union . If a new component was added, all of its
interaction sets are added to Z, then the relevant
ones are joined to reflect the connection .

6 . Update Open Terminal Set : If both termi-
nals were chosen from 0, let 0' = 0 - {t, t'} .
Else, let 0' = 0 U One �, - {t, t'}

7 . Recursive call : SIE(-<C', N',Z'>-, 0', S, Max)

Figure 1 : The SIE Algorithm

The desired behavior for the punchbowl is
"[change] the height difference in the direction op-
posite to the difference" [Williams, 1989, p . 59]
which can be written as the following SRI equa-
tion (in which square brackets denote the sign-of
function) :

[at (H� - Hb)] = [Hb - Hv]
This equation relates the four parameters Hv ,

Hb, ~ (H,), and 7~ (Hb) . The first test of a po-
tential design is to check the interaction sets of the
device, ruling it out if the four parameters are not,
all in the same set . The quick test can definitively
rule out some devices, but this is only a necessary
condition . It is insufficient for complete verifica-
tion . If a device passes the interaction set test,
the detailed equations are generated and evaluated
with respect to the desired behavior .

Generating Designs
The search algorithm takes a partial design

-<C, N, Z>-, a list of open terminals 0, and the de-
sired behavior specification S . It systematically
generates new devices by considering an open ter-
minal and considering all the things to which it can
attach : all the compatible¢ open terminals from the

'Representing and reasoning about compatibility is

er without the overhead of representing the de-
s on how they interact . Given the primitive de-

Algorithm : SIE (-<C,N, Z>-, 0, S, Max
1 . Termination : If JCJ >_ Max then signal fail-

equations of a container : ure and backtrack . Else, If 0 is empty and
Test(-<C,N, Z>-, S) = true then signal success

VC (t) H,(t) x area, and return design . Else, signal failure and back-
Pd,(t) fluid-density, x g x H,(t) track .

aa (VC(t)) Qtop(c)(t) + Qbot(c)(t) 2 . Select Open Terminal : Let t be an open ter-
(VC(t)) +(H,(t)) x area minal in 0 .
[area] 3 . Select Connecting Terminal : Either connect

[fluid-density, .] t to another terminal t' in 0 or instantiate new
[g] component c with terminal set One+v and choose



existing components, all compatible terminals from
the set of possible components and the possibility
of not attaching the terminal to anything . For reg-
ularity, we consider this case as connecting the ter-
minal to a special virtual terminal called an endcap,
with exactly one terminal compatible with all ter-
minal types . Figure 1 shows a non-deterministic,
tail-recursive version of the algorithm . In practice,
depth-first iterative deepening search can be used
to implement nondeterminism .

siE can generate Williams' solution for the
punchbowl problem with four recursive calls, given
the initial structure and desired behavior de-
scribed previously and the open terminal set O =
{top(vat), bot(vat), top(bowl), bot(bowl)} . First, SIE
decides to connect terminal bot(vat) to a new in-
stance of a pipe . A pipe is defined as having a pres-
sure difference between the ends to be proportional
to the flow through the pipe . Therefore the interac-
tion set for a pipe is one set containing the variables
pressure difference an the flow at each end .
The resulting device is :
C
N
Z

C
N

{vat, bowl, pipe}
{(bot(vat),eI(pipef
{at (Hv), Tt (Vv), Qtop(v), Qbot(v), Pdv,
Hv, Pdp, Qei(P)l Qez(P)}
f dt (Hb), dt (Vb), Qtop(b), Qbot(b)}
{Pdb, Hb}

The open terminal list is
O = {top(vat), top(bowl), bot(bowl), e2(pipe)} and
the second call to siE chooses two open terminals
from this set to connect, bot(bowl) and e2(PiPe),
giving :

{vat, bowl, pipe}
{(bot(vat), eI (pipe)), (bot(bowl),
e2(PiPe))}
{Hv, Vv, Qtop(v) r Qbot(v), Pdv, Pdp ,
Qei(P) , Qez(P), Hb, Vb, Qtop(b), Qbot(b), Pdb}

The

	

open

	

ter-
minal list is now {top(vat),top(bowl)} . The last
two calls to SIE connect these in turn to a virtual
endcap . With the open terminal list empty, the
device is "complete" and ready to test . The inter-
action set test returns true for this device - all
four parameters in the desired behavior are in the
same interaction set . Further mathematical testing
determines that indeed this device has the desired
behavior .

Implementation Status & Potential
The basic SIE algorithm has been completely im-
plemented in Common Lisp on a Sun SPARC-IPX .
However, since we do not have access to an imple-

an interesting topic in itself. Although we use a sim-
ple type system that restricts terminal connections,
one could imagine a more sophisticated system such
as Williams' IoTA [Williams, 1989].
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mentation of MINIMA, the final mathematical ver-
ification of potential solutions is done by hand.'
We have tested SIE on several design problems in
a domain which consists of a dozen fluid, mechan-
ical and electrical components, including a turbine
(with fluid and mechanical-rotation terminals) and
a generator (with mechanical-rotation and electri-
cal terminals) . Our preliminary results are shown
in figure 2 .
The problems in figure 2 are summarized as fol-

lows :
" Punchbowl. This is the classical punchbowl
example from [Williams, 1990] including the re-
striction that containers may not be connected
directly together, and the partial device require-
ments that do not allow connections to be made
to the tops of the existing containers .

" Dynamo 1 . The initial device consists of an un-
connected vat, and a light bulb ; the desired be-
havior relates the flow of liquid through the bot-
tom of the vat with the light output of the bulb .
SIE's solution connects the bottom of the vat to a
turbine to a generator to the light bulb . The two
correct solutions have the bulb's electrical termi-
nals reversed with respect to the polarity of the
generator .

" Dynamo 2. The same example as the dynamo,
but allowing tip to 5 components in the device,
to illlustrate to combinatorics involved with in-
creasing search depth . The solutions include the
two previous ones and many five component so-
lutions that have an "extra" component, such as
another light bulb in series with the original one .

" Dynamo 3 . This dynamo example has the de-
sired behavior that the flow of fluid though the
vat influences the light output of two lighbulbs .
The correct variations have the bulbs in series
with the generator .

" Dynamo 4. Similar to the above example with
two lightbulbs, the implemention is augmented
to allow for three terminals to connect to a node .
Thus there are two topologically distinct solu-
tions : the bulbs can be in series or in parallel
with the generator .
Our experiments suggest that interaction sets

provide the greatest performance advantage when
used to evaluate devices cross technologies, with
hydraulic and electrical components, for example .
We predict that devices whose components are con-
tained within one technology, will not benefit, as
much since all parameters will quickly collapse to
the same interaction set . We plan to investigate
this hypothesis with further tests .

'In the future, we intend to connect SIE to a design
verification system built on top of Mathernatica [Wol-
fram, 1988] and our PIKA simulator . [Amador et al .,
1993]



Figure 2 : The number of possible devices created, those that pass the interaction set test, those that, pass
complete mathematical verification, maximum number of components (search depth), and SPARCstation
CPU time in seconds .

More Elaborate Physical Models
To evaluate this line of research, we need a clear
understanding of the coverage of physical devices
SIE can handle . So far we have limited ourselves
to relatively simple devices with simple behavioral
specifications and with one operating region . Space
precludes a discussion of our algorithmic extensions
to multiple behavioral regions, but see [Neville and
Weld, 1992] .

For simplicity, we started with the requirement
that at most two terminals could connect at a node .
We have extended this to allow for an arbitrary
number of common connections . This increases the
types of devices SIE can handle, but induces a cor-
respondingly high combinatorical cost . Note that
allowing for three-terminal nodes in the dynamo
example triples the amount of time needed and the
number of designs tested, while it adds only one
interesting solution, the six configurations with the
bulbs attached in parallel to the generator . Heuris-
tics and search control are expected to reduce the
cost . We are currently investigating the addition of
search control .

Another important extension would be to in-
corporate geometry. While the lumped parame-
ter model is useful and expressive for many physi-
cal processes, it fails to capture the geometric rea-
soning needed to design mechanical devices such
as linkages and transmissions . Our design algo-
rithm, however, is well suited for generating devices
consisting of kinematic pairs or possibly unity ma-
chines [Subramanian et al ., 1992] . Capturing and
testing geometric contraints and behavior would
not be a straightforward application for interaction
sets though ; for analysis we would hope to draw
on the ideas of Subramanian [1992] and Neville &
Joskowicz [1992] .

Combinatorics and SIE Scaling Potential
The most crucial question to ask of any first, prin-
ciples design algorithm is combinatorial : how does
the approach scale? Suppose that there are C types
of components, each with two terminals, and there
are no restrictions on terminal connectivity except,
a limit of two terminals per node . Then there are
O(C") connected device topologies with n symmet-
ric parts . If more than two terminals can be con-

nected at a node, the number of designs increases
- with no limit on the number of terminals per
node, then there are about m"C" possible topolo-
gies (where m denotes the number of nodes) . Con-
sidering an electric component set of identical bat-
teries, resistors, capacitors and inductors, this sug-
gests that there are about 17 million device topolo-
gies with 6 components and 4 nodes . While this
is clearly a large number, and would take 78 hours
to search with our current implementation, it is re-
assuring to note that existing chess machines can
search this many board positions in under 10 sec-
onds .

Note that this analysis ignores the effect of inter-
action representations on search . There are two
ways that interaction sets increase the speed of
SIE . Since the presence of all goal parameters in
the same interaction set is a necessary (yet insuffi-
cient) condition for design success, interaction sets
provide fast, preliminary verification technique . Of
course, by itself this results in no search space re-
duction . The other way that interaction sets can
be used is as a heuristic to guide the selection and
connection of components in steps 2 and 3 of SIE
(figure 1) . Various heuristics are possible (maxi-
mize size of resulting interaction sets, etc .) and
they correspond to search strategies in IBIS's inter-
action spaces .' The question remains : how effective
are heuristics based on interaction sets? We believe
that, this question can only be answered empirically .
Our hope is that the benefit, will equal or surpass
the speedup we have achieved in design verification .

'To see this, note that the combinatorial analysis of
the previous section applies to IBIS as it does to SIE .

For a moment assume that IBIS used a completely in-
stantiated (infinitely large) interaction graph instead
of its finite space of potential interactions . Since each
component is described by one or more equations, the
number of hyperedges is no less than the number of
possible components . This implies that the fundamen-
tal idea of an interaction space results in no savings over
search in component space - the only possible advan-
tage comes from the use of a finite description . Yet
(as we argued in section ), this requires multiple refine-
inents and the loss of systematicity . Hence we believe
that IBIS searches a space that is strictly larger than
SIE's space of components .

DEVICES SATISFY Z SOLUTIONS MAX CPU
Punc ,owl 18 3 1 3 0 .167
Dynamo 1 150 4 2 4 1 .550
Dynamo 2 1640 124 42 5 23 .850
Dynamo 3 891 16 8 5 13 .617
Dynamo 4 2786 72 14 5 39 .600



Conclusion
In this paper we have described SIE, a new algo-
rithm for innovative design of lumped parameter
models from first principles . Our approach is based
on Williams IBIS system and represents an incre-
mental advance in the search aspects of that, sys-
tem . We have argued that (unlike IBIS) SIE is com-
plete and systematic . Both algorithms are sound if
the subsidiary verification algorithm is sound .
We have implemented SIE and demonstrated that

it runs fast enough to use it as a testbed for further
research in automated design . We have demon-
strated that hierarchical testing using interaction
sets can eliminate up to 95 percent of the candi-
date devices from further expensive testing ; thus it
is beneficial for some types of design problems .
Our suspicion is that both IBIS's interaction

spaces and SIE's interaction sets are only a par-
tial solution to the combinatoric problems of design
from first principles . We plan to continue with this
research, using SIE as a testbed for search control
heuristics in order to gain a better grasp of their
power and the corresponding scalability of these
innovative design algorithms . We suspect that in
truly large design problems a first principles ap-
proach must be coupled to a library of past experi-
ence . One way to perform this is with a case-based
approach that uses a modified first principles design
algorithm to adapt past solutions to new problems .
In [Hanks and Weld, 1992] we show how this can
be done for the synthesis of partial order plans, re-
taining soundness, completeness and systematicity .
Since we expect that it would be easy to perform
the same modification on SIE, the construction of
an extensive design library and a good indexing sys-
tem might result in a practical design system .
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